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Hack Goals
Day 0 - ZTP configuration of routers via a Python bootstrap script

Day 1 - Generate streaming telemetry from the router using gNMI 
and send it to a Kafka database

Day 2 - Inject static LSPs into device RIBs via gRIBI, with the optimal 
paths being determined via the telemetry data from Day 1



Lab Topology



Day 0

- Router uses its own serial number to 
determine which location to pull config 
snippets from, eliminating the need to have 
MAC addresses for each device

- Router can be queried by the script to gain 
other information such as vendor, model, 
etc

- Create snippets for device interfaces and 
LLDP using YANG models

- Don’t be afraid to use vendor specific 
models, they are there for a reason



Day 0

- Modify provided ZTP bootscript to load XML 
config snippets and apply them to the device 
configuration

DON’T FORGET TO COMMIT THE CONFIG!



Day1 | OpenConfig BGP
- BGP configuration on the 

edges, RTR1 and RTR4

- Configuration for BGP 
peers using OpenConfig 
YANG models and YDK



Day1 | OpenR

● Open/R running on all 
routers as IGP

● Open/R docker container 
pushed to all routers using 
Ansible native modules



Day2 | Topology
- MPLS Network
- 4 routers
- 2 servers



Day2 | Paths & LSP
- 5 paths = 5 LSP



Day2 | gRIBI
- Dynamically insert or 

remove entries in 
routers RIB



Day2 | LSP templating



Day2 | LSP templating

- One JSON template per router per LSP
- The template specifies which entry to insert in the RIB :

- IP / MPLS route
- Label (static)
- Operation (PUSH, SWAP, POP)



Day2 | Telemetry Parsing

- Parser written in Python, running on Dev2 server
- Consumes telemetry data from Day 1 as JSON messages using Kafka
- Maintains a view of the current network state using interface oper-status 

change events
- Triggers LSP setup/deletion according to network state
- Path selection determined by a priority map



Day2 | Macro scheme



Day1 | Telemetry Collector to TSDB



Day2 | Paths & LSP
- 5 paths = 5 LSP



Demo Time!



Embed the video capture here


